
JUICYBAR
AT WAKING LIFE

AN OASIS OF FRESH FRUIT ON THE DANCEFLOOR



WHO WE ARE
What began as a humble juice stand with the
focus on offering a healthy spot for ravers, has 
 blossomed into a vibrant and dynamic collective
with its own music & performance program,
turning into what some call, the heart of Garbicz
Festival. 

The project has grown to employ 60 people & 120
volunteers every summer within different festivals,
celebrating in 2022, its 10 years of existence.  

In 2023, Juicy will as usual be part of Garbicz, have
a floor at Summer Contrast (PL) and would love to
initiate a collaboration with Waking Life too.  



OUR VISION
FOR WL 23



Juicy’s team visited WL for the first time in 2022. 

We got inspired by your work ethics and identified
several alignments between the projects. 
We internally brainstormed of a way to contribute
to your beautiful event.

We noticed that for the Outro Lado stage, as the
sun hits hard and the food court is quite a walk
away, it would be great to have a quicker option for
fresh, nourishing and hydrating juices and cocktails. 

Also, as Juicy has since its start been the rescue
spot for ravers, offering products to resplenish their
bodies, minds and energy, we see ourselves
supporting guests affected by gut troubles on site.
 



Our Proposal:

a JUICE BAR AND GUT HEALING STATION, 
with a menu focused on deep hydration & rave
rescue, offering mixes and products that can
restore and strengthen the gut flora. 

This menu will be developed together with gastro
doctors and connaisseurs, but on the top of our
head, we envision drinks with Activated Charcoal,
Probiotics, Kombucha and Kefir, Tumeric and
Ginger, these mixed with ingredients that support
their absorbtion, always keeping the guests
hydration levels on check with a lot of Cucumber,
Coconut Water, OJ and Aloe Vera. 
 



OUR VALUES
A strong community feeling around the idea of sharing and caring 



A wise raver once said.

DEHYDRATE.
HYDRATE. 
REPEAT.



Juicy prefers to work with local and seasonal products, supporting the local community by involving their
people and suppliers . We are strictly against single-use plastic. 
Having people from all backgrounds, colors, cultures and sexual orientations is a key aspect of our crew. 

We have a ‘Happy team, Happy life’ policy, where we treat our team the best so they can be empowered
to treat the guests the same way. We are a joyful and conscious group of people that loves to nurture
ravers and support a safe party environment. 



Blending with nature

DESIGN
IDENTITY



We use organic materials as a way to integrate with the natural environment, building with
repurposed wood, natural fiber fabrics, local plants, bamboo, straw and what's present on
site. 





THE TEAM



THE TEAM

MARCELA DONATO

ANDRE WAKKO

Comando Duo  - aka General
Management and Artistic Direction

&



POLLY ROSE

Palate Design - aka Chef

TIAGO OUDMAN 

JOSE NOVENTA

Vibe Architects 
aka Music Curation and Booking

TIMA 

Space Stylist - aka Deco Lead

 &



JULIE MONS

 Typology Designer

 HAUKE & FELIX

Muy Bien Brothers 
aka Construction Lead 

CAIQUE TIZZI

Mad Fermentist - aka Recipes
 

ORI STEINER 

  Hands-om Operations - akaLogistics



NEXT STEPS
We would love to continue this converstion in person or on a call, where we can get
to know each other better,  dive into practical details of how this collaboration can
work, discussing other needs you might have, conditions, timeframes and the best
formats for a smooth integration of the Juicy Bar into the Waking Life world. 

We look very much forward to hearing from you.



THANK
YOU ! CONTACT : JUICY.BAR.FESTIVAL@GMAIL.COM


